System 1

Enterprise Impact
Partner with
Bently Nevada and
bring clarity to your
enterprise operations
Reimagining the way that people, machines,
and data come together
Digital technology and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
are dramatically impacting the way processes are managed,
operated, and maintained. A second Industrial Revolution is
underway and the future belongs to the companies that tap
into the flood of available new data. To gain the competitive
advantage, you need a partner who will not only help
navigate these new capabilities, but will also prepare your
operation for even greater technical advances.
Bently Nevada is ready to be that partner.
By combining a legacy of deep machine knowledge with
the vision of the digital IIoT, Bently Nevada can provide a
connected view of your industrial operations.

A unified view of your operations to increase
visibility for better decision making
• With 10 to 12% of capital expenditures spent on unplanned—
or reactive—maintenance each year, it is critical that your
maintenance strategy becomes more proactive. System 1
Enterprise Impact provides a secure and unified fleet view
of machines, combining the rich vibration and process
datasets from System 1. This scalable, intuitive, and secure
solution connects multiple solutions into one simple webbased platform—synthesizing your events and priorities
—allowing you to make better decisions while you focus on
bad actors.

Designed for maximum productivity
Most operations do not have the resources to constantly monitor all of their machine and process data, and now they don’t
have to. Enterprise Impact was built with usability and efficiency in mind. Its intuitive interface enables you to easily identify
problems and act when required, from anywhere.

Simple
With a clean interface, navigation is now easier than ever
before. Enterprise Impact provides you with the information
to make informed operational decisions.
• Aggregate data from multiple System 1 sources for a
comprehensive view of machinery health
• Prioritize machine health issues across multiple enterprises
• Access static trend data before and after an alarm—
with just one click
• Combine trend data from multiple System 1 sources within
a single plot view

Intuitive interface for
first-line analysis

• View waveform data closest to an event and navigate
through all waveforms, if dynamic data available
• Perform first-line data review and determine whether
deeper diagnostics within System 1 are required
• Allow your workforce to focus on fixing problems, not
looking for them

Scalable
Enterprise Impact is an easily scalable solution and works
for customers of any size without scaling the ability of the
technology. Connect and view multiple System 1s within a
unified environment.

Cybersecure
Combine key data sources across your enterprise, without
having to worry. Enterprise Impact works remotely and offers
users a single, safe access point to monitor machine health.
It also addresses IT concerns with AMQPS protocols and
read-only proxy connections.

Drilldown into System 1 desktop app by exception for deep
diagnostic analysis

Continue your journey from reactive to proactive with Bently Nevada
System 1 Enterprise Impact is just one way that Bently Nevada is transforming industry by connecting people, machines, and data.
To learn how to partner with Bently Nevada to continue your digital journey, go to bently.com or follow us online on LinkedIn.
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